
Using a simple but effective psychometric analysis, 
your answers have indicated a particular behavioural 
type.  As you read this mini profile, consider it a 
starting point, rather than a box to which you are 
restricted.

As business owners and leaders, Judges like you are keen 
to achieve results but will balance this with a focus on 
perfection.  This makes you a great problem solver, and 
you will be keen to look at endless possibilities before 
committing.  However, you are not afraid to change your 
mind if new evidence is unearthed.

Abstract thought and unpredictable creativity can create 
a sense of awe in others.  You have high standards and 
will usually commit fully to your activities.

At work the Judge will assess evidence impassively – 
which can make them appear uncaring and even a little 
scary.  You excel when given the freedom to explore.  You 
are rarely factually incorrect but may become defensive 
about mistakes made.  Thorough and well researched, you 
are known as a clinical decision maker – especially when 
the decision is unpopular.

Judges want to create excellence.  Meetings 
should start and end on time!!  ‘That’s good enough’ is 
rarely uttered by a you.  You expect standards, ethics, 
and effort to be maintained by all.  You see things 
through to the end yet may want to reassess your initial 
answer if new information becomes available.

The Psychologist says: Judges combine Thinking 
with Sensate and/or Intuition for getting to the bottom 
of what’s really going on.  Their opposite type is the 
COLLABORATOR.

You’re a Judger
“This needs to change!”

Judges as business owners or 
leaders:
Needs: deep thought and focus on 
(often complex) issues.

Influences with: quiet power, gravitas, 
and efficiency.

Overplayed traits: from authority to dictatorship; 
from intensity to scary; from honesty to bluntness.

Avoids or fears: making a big mistake;  
misunderstanding the facts;  disorganisation.

Development options: tolerance of other 
personality types;  smiling more;  taking things 
more lightly.

Your perfect fit 
personality report  
has arrived



Positive: Judges are self-disciplined and high 
achievers.  You can bring reason and rationale to difficult 
decisions and you take personal responsibility for your 
work.  You lead with a high ethical code; you will rarely 
compromise.

Challenge: Judges can find themselves unpopular 
by their intensity and apparent coolness.  Some 
colleagues may pick up on your bias to show irritation or 
disappointment rather than pleasure or delight.  

Advice from a Judge: Let me know that my advice 
is valued.  I may not show it, but I like to be appreciated.  
Build a relationship with me gradually without relying 
on ‘charm’.  Show me evidence of why I should trust 
you.  Once we have a good relationship, help me be less 
critical – and maybe even to laugh at myself sometimes.

Do you recognise yourself? 
This profile offers an opportunity to understand ourselves 
and our business decisions better.  However, a profile 
cannot define you; it simply describes your possible 
behaviour preferences.

Many of our clients find these mini profiles (based on 
Jungian psychology) to be fairly accurate.  However, 
reflect on those elements in the text with which you 
disagree and check with someone who knows you well.  
Could it be a blind spot for you?

At Castle, we understand that it takes ALL types to 
run a business – and no one type is better or worse 
than another.  Just different approaches.

We will work with YOUR preferences whenever you  
are ready to talk.

Stuart Stepney
stuart.stepney@castlecf.com

Victoria Ansell
victoria.ansell@castlecf.com

It takes one to  
know one.
Castle is an independent, owner managed 
business. We are a well-connected, highly 
experienced and award winning specialist 
corporate finance firm advising owner-
managers across the UK, looking to buy,  
sell, or grow their businesses.

Get in touch
For more information and to discuss your  
own requirements and aspirations, please 
don’t hesitate to give us a call us on  
01732 400 123 or email us.

Your perfect fit 
personality report  
has arrived


